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THIS MONTH:

SECRETARY’S
NOTES

MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN

T

he May 5th General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:05 PM. The session was in livestreaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. discussed the results from the Board
Meeting held on 4/19/2021.
Mike D. and Jim Moloney tested the Wi-Fi capabilities of the barn.
Steve Fulgoni, Joe Pascucci, and your truly joined via Zoom. Results
were encouraging. The video and audio were satisfactory. The idea is
to simulcast future barn meetings.
Due to recent noise complaints from its neighbors, all outdoor activities have been suspended at the barn. The ban impacts an LIW picnic
which is in the early planning stages. Alternative locations under consideration include state and local parks.
The board has voted to impose virtual meeting protocols on Zoom and
Facebook sessions. The goal is to minimize interference from ambient
noise and side conversations. The meeting protocols are listed in the
announcements sent out by Mike D. and Jim M.

SECRETARY’S NOTES
LICFM
TURNERS GUILD
LISA

Other Business Mike Mittleman announced that the IRS has approved
our application for 501(c)(3) status retroactively to April 19, 2021. The
next step is to register the LIW with the Office of the NYS Attorney
General. The application process is currently underway.

PUZZLE

Jim Moloney, Woodturners Guild SIG President, indicated there will be
a Zoom meeting on 5/13. The session will focus on recovery from
project failures. Steve Kelman mentioned a Scrollsaw meeting scheduled for 5/20. The topic is the chapter challenge for welcome signs
and scrollwork. Ben Nawrath, Cabinet and Furniture Makers SIG
President, has scheduled a Zoom meeting for 5/11. The SIG stole the
turners’ topic of recovery from project failures.
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NEW MEMBERS Membership Director Joe Bottigliere reported a couple of new members over the past month. Overall membership
remains high.

Next meeting
Wednesday June 2nd, 7 pm
Virtual Meeting on the Festool
Domino Connection System
Pre meeting chat starts at 6:30

TREASURER’S REPORT No report.
SHOW AND TELL Joe Bottigliere displayed a handsome vanity. Nice
work, Joe.
Bob Wood constructed a router bit box made from scrap plywood.
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Charlie Morehouse helped with a shellac finish.
Rolf Beuttenmuller displayed a fantastic letter opener that featured intricate scrollwork and inlay. Rolf used curly
maple with contrasting sapele for the inlay.
Joe Maday created a tea caddy constructed of satinwood, ash burl, and ebony veneers over a pine carcase. As always,
Joe makes artwork.
PRESENTATION Anne Briggs (Anne of All Trades) on Project Planning and Video Taping
Anne provided a personable look into how she does project planning from her custom-built work area. Anne said
an important consideration is to design projects which can be constructed from on hand or readily available materials. She believes project pieces which employ minimalist design characteristics enjoy a longer life and extreme
designs soon become passe.
Anne amplified her points be displaying a table and a mini rocking chair she has built. Both reflected strength, functionality, and simplicity of design.
Anne also discussed how success requires overcoming obstacles, whether personal health issues or finances. She
shared her successful battle with dyslexia and financial struggles with project expenses that significantly exceeded
anticipated costs. Several LIW members joined in with stories of their own challenges.
Anne’s presentation was well-received by members. Her points resonated with all. Thank you, Anne.
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:20 PM.
JUNE MEETING There will be a General Meeting starting at 7 PM on June 2, 2021. Corey Tighe will be doing a presentation on the Festool Domino connectors for bed making and cabinetry/furniture.
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

S

IG President Ben Nawrath opened the May 11th meeting by reminding all participants of the remote meeting
protocol now in effect. The measures cut down on ambient noises and make sessions more enjoyable for all.

ANNOUNCEMENTS The meeting started with Bob DeMarco mentioning he has Freud thin kerf 10” saw blades he
is giving away. Rich McCrae said that Saw Stop does not recommend using thin kerf blades for safety reasons. There
is a worry about the teeth coming off or the brake system failing. Barry Saltsberg uses old blades to make other
tools e.g., carving or striking knives. Daryl uses old band saw blades for scratch stock or marking knives. On that
note, Rich McCrae mentioned that he uses the band saw for ripping instead of the table saw.
DISCUSSION Bill Leonhardt had a question about a tapered tool-(1/8”-1/16”) which has five sides that he picked up
in an antique tool store. Bill was asking what it might be used for. Someone suggested contacting Lee Valley. Rich
McCrae bought a similar tool to clean out grooves for an inlay. Norm Bald thought the groove idea may be a possible use.
Rick Nicolini had a question about the Festool Track Saw. Rick did not see any clamps in the video he was viewing.
Rich McCrae said the “track” does have sticky pads on the bottom. Rich did eventually buy specialty clamps since
the gripping ability of the pads loses its adhesiveness. It was suggested that cleaning the pads with Windex helps the
pads hold better. Rich said the strips/pads are replaceable. Ben Nawrath has the Kreg circular saw track system,
which has the similar grip pads. Ben said the material to be cut should be very flat. Daryl usually uses clamps. The
track saw is zero clearance. For this reason, whenever using a straight edge in combination with a circular saw, it is
best to use the same blade with the guide being used. Rich said he uses a squaring device to square the guide. Daryl
said the Festool squaring apparatus is not good for that purpose.
Rich Reidel uses metal bars to make various jigs and fences. Ben commented that extruded aluminum is very square.
The discussion covered various configurations of metal bars e.g., Uni Strut or Bosch Rail. Some of these bars can
be found in Home Depot. Rich Reidel showed a fence he made from metal bars coupled together with bolts and
tapping. Rich Reidel has a height adjustment for a roller outfeed extension.
SHOW AND TELL Rich Reidel showed a cherry mounting plaque for brass house numbers. The bark was CA glued
to withstand the elements and harden the bark. The piece was coated with Spar Varnish. Harbor Freight has ten
pack CA glue packages which is cheaper than buying the full bottles. Starbond was another CA alternative, but it is
more expensive. Rich McCrae has difficulty finding Elmer’s yellow glue. Daryl thought the tariffs may be the cause
for the lack of product, which is made in China. Daryl likes using Tite-Bond clear which is hard to get on the East
Coast. Daryl used Amazon to get the clear.
A router bit storage box was made by Bob Wood using half-inch scrap plywood. The plans were sent to Bob by
Mike Mittleman and centered around a stiff foam square with holes to accept quarter and half inch router shanks.
The foam piece was ordered from MLCS. Simple butt joints were used. The lid was cut on the table saw leaving a
veneer and then slicing the remaining said veneer with a utility knife-Mike Mittleman’s suggestion. Rich McCrae sugested looking at an article in Fine Woodworking July/August-2015 for a better way to cut a box lid. The box was
stained with a reduced light oak from Mohawk and finished with shellac as recommended by Charlie Morehouse.
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The hinges were mortised surface-mounted as shown in the plans; the hinge idea was Brian Monks. Brass plated
latches were used to lock the lid and an internal friction lid support was also installed.
Ben Nawrath made some real nice cutting boards-all end grains. Material used was Peruvian walnut and maple. Wide
planks of walnut and maple with some thin pieces inserted into the plank were laminated or edge-glued together.
The Wood Whisperer’s combination of mineral oil and wax was the coating. A napkin holder was also displayed
along with a pepper mill made from a cherry tree Ben cut down at his parent’s house.
Charlie Felsen made cutting boards that produced an optical illusion. All are about two inches thick. All are endgrain and Charlie wanted to experiment with different patterns.
Barry Saltsberg’s pepper shakers made of wenge and ash were also shown. The wenge is very splintery when turning.
Rick Nicolini showed a paper image which the end product will be produced on his scroll saw.
Joe Maday showed a beautiful veneered tea box. Joe brought to our attention that Berkshire Veneer has its last day
on May 20th. The veneer will be destroyed.
MAIN TOPIC – CORRECTING MISTAKES
The topic of the evening was correcting mistakes. The idea stolen from the woodturners’ group.
Rich McCrae started by explaining he was putting a dovetailed top on a chest. When he was tapping or pounding
the top onto the body Rich noticed the top was a little cocked. As it was being fastened to the side of the carcass,
a crack appeared in the side. Rich was able to remove the top. The crack was wide enough to get glue in. Rich glued
the crack and clamped it and sealed the crack, thereby rendering it unnoticeable.
Rick Nicolini made a spoon carving mistake. The handle snapped, so Rick readjusted and made it shorter.
Daryl Rosenblatt made an elliptical table with a starburst veneer top and Bird’s Eye Oak waterfall edge. While routing the edge, the bit was not set right and the veneer was dented. Daryl filled in the dent and painted it to match,
which fixed it. To this day, Daryl said it’s hard to find.
Barry Saltsberg cracked a chair back support. He fixed it by using a screw and a dowel at the same time adjusting it
to a better angle. The dowels covered the sunken screws.
Rich Reidel fixed a fence by lengthening it and jointing with a dowels.
Bill Leonhardt made a cherry end table with an inlay. Routing the inlay groove without stop blocks caused an over
rout. Bill cut a thin piece from the same material and grain matched the over rout, glued it in, and that corrected the
problem.
Ben Nawrath made a step stool for his son, but the stability was compromised because of the leg angle. Ben was
able to splay the legs out with five-degree wedges inserted in between the bottom of the top and the metal leg holders which solved the problem. Ben chamfered the bottom of the legs so the stool could be easily moved without
catching an edge.
An abundance of information was exchanged and hopefully benefitted all.
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD

S

IG President Jim Moloney started the May 13th meeting with mention of the “Coffee Hour” run by the
Lancaster (PA) Woodturners Club. It is open to anyone, and garners some world-class turners (David
Ellsworth, Mike Peace).

NEW MEMBER Barry Issberner, a new turner working with carbide tools on a Shopsmith that was his Dad’s. Barry
wants to get a real lathe and learn to use gauges. He is already turning out some nice work!
SHOW AND TELL Ben N showed his (spindle) lathe that he got from a cousin. he had to provide a motor, and he
added some goodies, such as a blower from his compressor to blow chips away and an exhaust fan to blow out dust.
Charlie F. and Ed P. had a hollow form plus a cherry bowl.
New member Barry I. showed the Rikon 70-1420VSR lathe he wants to get, although it is not yet available for sale.
He also showed a candle stand, a bowl and a box he made.
Rolf B. had a black walnut bowl and a cherry burl vase that went waaay out of round.
Gary M. produced an ash platter with a green rim, a sugar maple hollow form, and a platter from the same tree.
Jim M. showed an ash bowl.
Rob D. had a maple bowl.
Steve M. produced a chalice form from a laurel root ball.
Tony F. showed a pierced maple box.
DISCUSSION When Things Go Wrong …
The subject for the meeting was things that went wrong and if possible, how they were fixed.
Barry S. showed a cherry burl bowl with a large epoxy patch. The epoxy was running out until he realized you could
make a liquid-proof dam with hot melt glue.
Jim M. produced a bowl that broke while he was turning. He cut it in half and used it as a shelf support. Nice save!
Mike J. showed a bowl that exploded. There was no saving it!
Ben N. tried to dry a workpiece in a microwave and got a weird shape.
Joe P. tried to turn a Brady bowl, but went through the side wall.
Robert C. showed a bowl that he mounted on a face plate with screws that were too long. The result was that he
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couldn’t turn them out without going through the bottom.
Jim made mention in closing of the AAW Symposium July 17 - 18 that is now open for registration. It will be virtual this year.
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ROBERT CARPENTIER

LISA

F

or the April 15th meeting, we had a chapter challenge of making letter openers. Steven supplied us with copies
of letter opener patterns using Steve Good as a main resource. Well, we did use his patterns, but some took
them to another level.

SHOW AND TELL LETTER OPENER CHALLENGE
Pat and Bob combined different woods on one of the openers with a lot of fret work involved as well.
Rolf did a very difficult ornate sapele beveled inlay. It really was a complicated cut. He also pointed out a few techniques for cutting very fine fretwork, such as some of the pieces by Charles Hand.
Rob Crespolini said he had not the best tools for scrolling, but made very clean cuts on his designs, and they looked
great.
Joe Pascucci showed many openers, of course all excellent.
Ed made a really eye-catching opener out of lacewood.
Charlie showed a progressive line of photos on how the process of cutting fret work is done. He also made an ornament of a design that Jerry Garcia (Grateful Dead) had on his guitar. After having sold quite a few, he says he will
make some to take to his next Dead concert.
Ric Nickels had some frustrating issues with his saw, and was seeking to resolve the problems.
Jim also showed nice fret cutting on his opener.
Steven started a discussion on making adjustments, as he says he is learning with every piece he makes. Some of the
adjustments were using the correct blade and changing the speed on the saw.
I showed an opener where I used canary wood, and put in a bubinga beveled inlay, and another opener using multilayered plywood.
We all then discussed that we felt the chapter challenges kept us on our toes and is a great way to discover new techniques. Steve will send us some options for next month’s challenge.
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Thinking Caps On!
Michael R. Mittleman
How to play: Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all
digits from 1 to 9.

9

7
1 4 3

6
2

7

9

5 6

8
4 5

1 7
5

8
6 3
2

9
1

3

Solution
L
A
S
H
U
P

A
R
C
A
N
A

P
R
O
V
E
R

P
I
N
E
A
L

E
V
E
N
S
O

T
E
S
T
E
R

Solution to May
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